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About Budget Wizard

Welcome to Budget Wizard.
We developed this tool in response to demand from Oracle Projects Users for a better way to load project
budgets. It is compatible with all versions of Oracle E-Business Suite from R11i and all versions of Excel
from Excel 2000.
Features
All options are available on a ribbon. Double-clicking in the spreadsheet also loads the relevant forms.
You can download and upload any type of Revenue and Cost Budget or Plan Type.
You can download Actual Costs as well as Budgets.
You can choose not to baseline your budgets and leave them in draft status.
You can choose to replace an existing budget entirely or replace or append new values (period phased
budget types only).
There are three data entry forms available allowing you to select Budget Header, Project, Budget Detail
from the database. A fourth form contains query options for the download function.
You can upload a single project budget, or your entire worksheet. By highlighting a range of data, you
can upload the budgets in a section of your worksheet.
The program is flexible about the spreadsheet layout. You can move or delete unwanted columns. You
can also have multiple sheets.
You may have multiple lines accumulating together, allowing you to document the buildup of your budget.
There are three methods for presenting Resources on the worksheet, allowing you to choose the method
most appropriate for your organization.
It can (optionally) adjust your funding for the Approved Revenue Budget or pop-up a form to select funds
from multiple agreements.
If you encounter any problems or have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us at https://
more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/.
Trial Version
The trial version of this program only allows you to upload budgets for project templates. This is to
allow you to fully test and evaluate the program’s functionality, but only on a limited sample of data.
Project Templates are identical to real projects for all budgeting purposes.
The download feature is not constrained in the trial version at all.
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Overview – Steps to Loading Budgets
Once Budget Wizard has been installed for your instance of Oracle Applications, the following steps outline
the basic procedure for loading budget information using Budget Wizard.
Steps to load Budget Information:
1. Open the workbook and Login – Connect to your Oracle Applications instance.
Refer to section: Logging In and Out
Refer to section: Security
2. Set up the template (select the relevant sections and fields).
Refer to section: Set up the Template
3. Click on the ‘New Sheet’ button.
This can be found on the Budget Wizard ribbon.

4. Create and/or Update the Budget information.
Refer to section: Enter Budgets
5. Upload the Budget/s.
Refer to section: Upload Budgets
6. Correct errors after uploading the Budget/s.
This step is only required if there are errors.
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation
There are also several reference sections in this document for further information:
• Ribbons
• Getting Started
• Demonstration Script
• Control Settings
• New Plan Types - Released in Oracle 11.5.9
• Descriptive Flexfields
• Profile Options
• Troubleshooting
• Number Format
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• Write Your Own Macros
• Licence Keys, Named Users & Installation
• Release Notes

Logging In and Out
This section is common to all of our tools.
Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Logging In and Out.

Security
Function Security
In Oracle Applications you can remove various functions from a responsibility.
restrictions relevant to project budgets using the STANDARD application screens:

Listed below are the

Budgets
Budgets: Cost Budgets: Baseline
Budgets: Cost Budgets: Create Revised Original
Budgets: Cost Budgets: Submit
Budgets: Line Source: Burdened Cost Extn
Budgets: Line Source: Copy Actual
Budgets: Line Source: Copy Version
Budgets: Line Source: Raw Cost Extn
Budgets: Line Source: Revenue Extn
Budgets: Revenue Budgets: Baseline
Budgets: Revenue Budgets: Create Revised Original
Budgets: Revenue Budgets: Submit
The above function restrictions DO NOT apply to Budget Wizard. Listed below are the function restrictions
that DO apply:
Activity Management Gateway: Add Budget Line
Activity Management Gateway: Delete Budget Line
Activity Management Gateway: Create Draft Budget
Activity Management Gateway: Baseline Budget
If you wish to prevent users modifying the draft budget, then you need the first three exclusions (Add and
Delete budget lines are used for the ‘Edit Budget’ option).
th
Should they be allowed to create/modify draft budgets but not baseline them, just use the 4
listed
function exclusion.
Project Security
The default security for installation of Oracle Projects is all projects and templates are open to all users.
If the provided security extension is compiled then only users with a cross project responsibility such
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as Project Billing Super User, and also key members on a project, can access the project and project
budget.
Other rules may be coded into the security extension. The same project security rules applied to the
project and budget entry screens also apply to this program. Excluded projects will not appear on
the Projects List of Values; the upload program will also reject them. The download program will not
retrieve them.
Product Package
Budget Wizard versions higher than 13.0.00 will not require product specific packages, therefore these
will not be provided in the zip file when downloaded from the More4apps website.

Set up the Template
In order to use Budget Wizard you must have a worksheet layout with the necessary columns for the
task you are performing.
There are two ‘default layouts’ which are hidden worksheets – ‘TmpltBudgets’, ‘TmpltFinancial Plans’.
You can display these worksheets by clicking on the ‘Edit Template’ button

.

When you click on the ‘New Sheet’ button
on the ribbon, the ‘Select Template’ form will display
enabling you to select the appropriate template as per the hidden worksheets.

This is standard functionality. To read more about making changes to these templates refer to Common
User Instructions: Customize the Template Sheet.
Refer to Section: Worksheet Layout

Worksheet Layout
When you click on the ‘New Sheet’ button
on the ribbon, the ‘Select Template’ form will display
enabling you to select the appropriate template per the hidden worksheets.

The worksheet templates are separated into five sections:
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• Budget Header Section
The columns which appear in this section will be dependent on the template selected.
Budgets

Financial Plans

Refer to section: Budget Header
•

Upload Results Section
For each template the following columns are required to be in your worksheet:

Refer to section: Status and Message Columns
•

Project Section
For each template the Project Number is required when entering a budget. The Project section
appears part way into the worksheet as the ‘Budget Header’ section is required to be completed first.
This is due to some functionality on the Project form being dependent on the type of budget being
created or modified.

Refer to section: Project Number
•

Budget Line Detail and Non Time-Phased Amounts Section
This set of columns provides the detailed budget information and is dependent on the template selected
when creating your worksheet. Both templates include an optional ‘Line Comment’ column.
The ‘Amount Type’ is a compulsory column and only the ‘Line Comment’ and ‘Currency’ columns are
truly optional. The others may or may not be required depending on your choice of Budget Entry Method
or Plan Settings. You are welcome to delete or move any columns not required.
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Note - The ‘Agree. Num’ column is not included on any of the forms provided and this should be entered
directly into the worksheet.
Budgets

Financial Plans

•

Funding
This section is the same for all templates. This data for this field must be entered directly into the
worksheet, as no form is provided.

Refer to section: Budget Line Details

Extra Optional Columns
There are additional columns which may be included in your worksheet and are held on the ‘Extra Optional
Columns’ tab of the Wizard worksheet. To use these columns, copy and paste them into your worksheet
using Excel functionality. The data for these fields must be entered directly into the worksheet, as no
form is provided.
These cover:
• Task Details

• Actuals
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Enter Budgets
There are three ways to populate information in the worksheet:
a) Import a file, type or paste data directly into the cells provided. No validation is performed until you
run the upload or open the data-entry forms.
b)

Use the data-entry forms (Budget Header, Project Number and Budget Detail) to enter the data into
the worksheet. Information is validated and lists of values are available.
The More4apps Wizard forms function in a similar way. Click on the following link to navigate to
Common User Instructions: Data Entry Forms

c)

Use the ‘Download’ Form, to download existing Budgets or Actuals and associated components. You
can then use one of the methods above to update information prior to loading into Oracle.

The Budget Wizard worksheet is separated into five sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Budget Header
Upload Results
Project
Budget Line Details and Non Time-Phased Amounts
Funding

The following sections will describe each of the forms within the Budget Wizard and the additional
functionality for loading budgets.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Header
Project Number
Line Details
Time-Phased by GL or PA Period
Download Existing Budgets
Upload Budgets
Resource Lists
Automatic Funding Adjustment

Header
The Budget Header form will be dependent on the template selected when the worksheet is created.
Budget Header
To enter Budget Header details click in the ‘Budget Types’ section of the worksheet and either doubleclick in a cell (in this section) or choose the ‘Forms’ icon and select ‘Budget/Plan Header Settings’ from
the ribbon.

This set of columns is like the first page on the Oracle Projects Budget form. It sets the parameters for
type and level of detail of the budget, and includes some optional information such as Change Reason,
Version Name and Description. All mandatory fields are highlighted in yellow.
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You will be unable to choose a Budget Entry Method that requires a Resource List if you have removed/
deleted this column.
Financial Plan Header
To enter Financial Plan types, click in the ‘Plan Types’ section of the worksheet and either double click in a
cell (in this section) or choose the ‘Forms’ icon and select ‘Budget/Plan Header Settings’ from the ribbon.

This set of columns stores the financial plan version details. It allows the user to enter cost and revenue
settings. All mandatory fields are highlighted in yellow and are dependent on the ‘Plan Setup’ selected.
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Note – The Version Type field is only available when the Plan Setup value = ‘Cost and Revenue
Separately’.
When you choose to upload your project budget(s), the program searches for the first row of the project
budget (in the Budget Details section). It then searches from that row upwards for the nearest Budget
Header line. That line will apply for the entire project budget.
DO NOT place another different Budget Header line midway through a particular project budget. The
upload programs consider each new header line as indicating the start of a new budget or budgets.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Project Number
Line Details
Time-Phased by GL or PA Period
Download Existing Budgets
Upload Budgets
Resource Lists
Automatic Funding Adjustment

Project Number
You will be unable to enter a Project Number if the header has not been completed. This is due to some
functionality on the Project form being dependent on the type of budget being created or modified.
To enter the ‘Project Number’, select the ‘Forms’ icon and select ‘Project Number’ on the ribbon or double
click in the ‘Project Number’ column of the spreadsheet.
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You must NOT repeat the Project Number. If you do a warning will appear, advising that the row containing
the repeated Project Number will be treated as the start of a new budget. If this is accepted, and the
Budget Type is the same, the new budget will overwrite the earlier one.
Budget – Project Number

Financial Plan – Project Number

Project Number – Enter the project number which the budget relates to. Enter a value directly into
the field or enter part of the name and click the
enable you to select the right value.

icon. The dropdown list will then be populated to

Original Flag – This is irrelevant for the first Budget Type/Plan Type on any project, because we
override any value here to Yes. For subsequent versions you may set this to ‘Yes’, causing the new
version to be marked as ‘Original’ and any earlier original version will be marked ‘Was Original’. This
option has no effect unless you baseline the Budget.
Ok – The form will be closed, and the Project Number and Original Flag will be saved to your
worksheet.
Cancel – This option will close the form and NOT save the values entered.
Get Tasks – This button allows you to pre-populate the worksheet with tasks which have been set
up against the Project selected. Note that the tasks cannot be created using the Budget Wizard as
these are created as part of the project. This button will be inactive if you have selected an ‘Entry
Method’ (for Non Plan Type Budgets), or ‘Cost Level’ (for Plan Type Budgets) which is NOT based on
tasks.
The Profile Option ‘More4Apps: BW Use Display Sequence for Tasks’ also affects the Get Tasks
button: When the Profile Option is enabled, on download the Tasks will be in the HTML form Display
Sequence, otherwise the tasks will continue to be downloaded in alphabetical order. If the Financial
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Structure is shared with the Workplan Structure and Workplan versioning is enabled, the draft
workplan version must be published before changes to the display sequence appear in the Financial
Structure.
Get Resources - This button allows you to pre-populate the worksheet with Resources according to
the Resource List which you have selected on either the ‘Budget Type’ or ‘Plan Type’ section. This
button will be inactive if you have not selected a resource list in the Budget Header.
Get Default Plan Settings – This button allows you to pre-populate the worksheet with the default
plan settings. This button will be disabled if you are NOT creating a Plan Budget.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Header
Line Details
Time-Phased by GL or PA Period
Download Existing Budgets
Upload Budgets
Resource Lists
Automatic Funding Adjustment

Line Details
How the Budget Details section relates to the Budget Header section
The ‘Budget Type’, ‘Budget Entry Method’, and ‘Resource List’ (if applicable) data items are essential and
must be established before you can populate the details section.
Please ensure that the ‘Budget Header’ line does not appear part way through the budget lines for that
project. Otherwise the upload program will consider there to be two project budgets.
Line Details section
To enter Budget Line Details, click on the ‘Forms’ icon and select ‘Task and Resource Level Budget
Details’ on the ribbon or double click on a column in the ‘Budget Line Details and Non Time-Phased
Amounts’ section.

This set of columns provides the detailed budget information and includes an optional ‘Line Comment’
column. Note - ‘Task Number’ is not required to be repeated on each line. It does no harm, but if
the Task Number is the same for two or more subsequent rows, only the first row is required to be
populated.
The ‘Amount Type’ is a compulsory column and only the ‘Line Comment’ and ‘Currency’ columns are truly
optional. The others may or may not be required depending on your choice of Entry Method (for Budgets)
or Plan Settings (for Financial Plan).
Note - Tasks must first be created in the Project before you can assign a budget value against each of the
tasks. Budget Wizard does not create a task.
Budgets
The fields provided in the ‘Budget Details’ form will be dependent on the ‘Entry Method’ selected at the
header level.
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This form is an example of what you would see if your budget entry method is by Task, Date Range and
Resource.

• If the ‘Entry Method’ is not by Date Range, then the ‘Date Range’ start and end dates will not be
included on the form.
• If the ‘Entry Method’ is not by Resource, then the ‘Resource’ fields will not be included on the form.
• If the ‘Entry Method’ is by GL or PA period, then the ‘Amount’ and ‘Bottom Task’ fields will not be
included on the form.
Financial Plans
This form is an example of what you would see if your Cost Level is ‘Task’ and Cost Time Phasing is ‘None’.

• If ‘Cost Level’ or ‘Revenue Level’ is not ‘Task’ then the ‘Top/Bottom Task’ field will not display on the
form.
• If the ‘Cost Time Phasing’ or ‘Revenue Time Phasing’ is GL or PA Period, then the ‘Amount’ field will
not display.
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Time Phased by GL or PA Period
These must be entered on row 9, commencing directly under the ‘Period Name’ heading on row 8. There
is a form available to assist with entry of the period names.
To use this, choose the ‘Period Header Columns’ icon
on the ribbon.
functionality refer to the Budget Time-Phased by GL or PA Period section.

For further details on this

When entering the period name manually ensure that this matches the value in Oracle Projects exactly,
otherwise an error will occur.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Header
Project Number
Download Existing Budgets
Upload Budgets
Resource Lists
Automatic Funding Adjustment

Time-Phased by GL or PA Period
For budgets time phased by GL or PA Period a form is available to help you populate the ‘Period Name’
column headings. Choose the ‘Period Header Columns’ icon on the ribbon.

The ‘Periods’ form will display:

By allowing you to place any number of Budget Header lines in the spreadsheet you can have as many
Budget Types and Budget Entry Methods (and Resource Lists) as you like on one sheet.
However, if you want to have both GL Periods and PA Periods then you will need to use separate sheets
(unless they are the same) as we have only provided one set of header columns for Periods.
There is nothing to stop you from changing the headers between upload runs of course but we recommend
you use separate sheets to preserve your history.
To enter budget amounts, key directly into the worksheet as no form is provided.
If you do not use time phased budgeting by GL or PA periods you can delete all these columns safely.
By naming a column ‘Period Name’ in row 8 you can run the ‘Periods Header Form’ and rebuild your
column headers.
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Where PA Periods are the same as GL Periods
Oracle Projects module allows you to choose GL periods as the basis for PA Periods. If you have chosen
this implementation option, then the distinction between the period types is meaningless, as they are
the same. Budget Wizard will determine if this is the case and cause the relevant forms and programs
to behave as if only PA Periods exist. The exception to this is for Actual Downloads. You must always
choose between GL and PA Periods for Actual data, as these can be different.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Header
Project Number
Line Details
Download Existing Budgets
Upload Budgets
Resource Lists
Automatic Funding Adjustment

Download Existing Budgets
One of the most powerful features of Budget Wizard is the ability to extract/download information from
Oracle and use it as the basis for new Budgets.
Budget Wizard provides you with two methods of downloading Budgets into your worksheet:
• Method 1 – Use a Download Form which provides multiple criteria for you to target the required Budgets.
• Method 2 – Use the Custom Query Tab. This feature allows users to run pre-defined queries created by
their Administrators where they are assigned to the same Oracle Responsibility being used in the Wizard.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:

Download Form
Custom Query Tab
Enter Budgets
Upload Budgets

Download Form
The Download form allows users to download budget and/or actual data from Oracle Projects. The data
can then be modified and reloaded into Oracle Projects. Place your cursor somewhere in the sheet below
row 10. Data will be downloaded at this point, pushing all existing rows downwards.
Click on the ‘Download’ icon from the ribbon.

The following form will display, providing you with criteria for the search:
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Many of the options will be self explanatory except for the options for ‘Role/Person’.
Role/Person
The selection of these criteria has the following rules:
•

If you select a person and a role, then only projects with that person in that role on the project
will be downloaded.

•

If you select a person but NOT a role, then only projects with that person in ANY role on the project
will be downloaded.

•

If you select a role and not a person, the role criteria will be ignored.

Any conflict in the download criteria will prevent data from being downloaded. For example, if you stipulate
a project and select ‘GL Periods’, then only budgets associated with this project which have ‘GL Periods’
will be downloaded.
The ‘Clear’ button simply erases the criteria in the form from the relevant section(s).
To use the … icon, you must first type a value into the field and then select the … icon. This will limit the list
of values. If you want the complete list of values, place the wildcard (%) in the field then select the … icon.
Security
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The download function respects standard and customized applications security, so if you do not have
access to a project and budget in Oracle Applications, you will not have access to download the data
using the Budget Wizard.
Periods
On any given worksheet you may have PA Periods or GL Periods but not both (unless they are the
same), as there is only one header line. Therefore you may only download one or the other, plus any
other budgets not using period phased budgeting. Use an additional sheet within the same workbook if
required.
Any existing columns containing the correct period name are used, and if they don’t exist they will be
inserted for you in the appropriate location. All your existing formulas will be preserved, however if
you use absolute references to columns that are moved you will need to change them. Row and column
totals and documentation you have included should be unaffected.
Downloading Actuals
The Actuals Download function uses the Project Accumulations for performance reasons and because
this is the only practical way of mapping Expenditures to Resource Lists. Accordingly the data is only
available after you have run the ‘Update Project Summary Amounts’ process (for Budgets only). For
Financial Plans this is not required because a temporary forecast is generated for this purpose.
The downloaded amounts are colored to distinguish them from Budget data.
The download uses the Resource List associated with the Project Budget being linked to. If you have not
yet created a budget for your project, no Actuals data will be retrieved (even if you do not intend to use
a Resource List).
Whether you choose Labor Hours or Quantity, the Amount Type will show Quantity on the spreadsheet.
This is for upload purposes.
You may determine the level of detail for the download (e.g. summarized, broken down to bottom task
level, by period) even if your budget is at a higher level.
The only constraint to the above is resources. If you have not used a resource list then you cannot show
your actuals by resource.
You may break down the Actuals even further if you like by adding some more optional columns such as
Revenue Category, Expenditure Category, Expenditure Type or Non Labor Resource. These columns are
included in the ‘Extra Optional Columns’ tab of the workbook. To use these columns cut and paste these
columns into your current worksheet. This data should be entered directly into the worksheet. No form
is provided to enable entry.
Downloading Actual's and Budgets
If you choose the ‘Both Actuals & ETC’ data type in the Download form, you will need to enter a ‘Last
Actuals Period’.

Actuals will be downloaded up to (and including) the ‘Last Actual Period’; Budgets will be downloaded after
the ‘Last Actual Period’.
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If you want to compare Actuals and Budgets for the same periods… first download the budget and then
below those records on the same worksheet, download the actuals.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:

Download Existing Budgets
Download Form
Enter Budgets
Upload Budgets

Custom Query Tab
Budget Wizard has our latest flexible downloading option available in a separate 'Custom Query' ribbon.

Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon for more information on each button.
This feature allows users to run pre-defined queries created by their Administrators where they are assigned
to the same Oracle Responsibility being used in the Wizard.
This powerful download option enables the simple mapping of Oracle E-Business Suite data directly into
the appropriate Wizard columns, making subsequent uploading a breeze.
The pre-defined queries can include run-time filters, or you can add you own additional filters before
downloading the data.

There are three main user buttons available on the Custom Query ribbon:

a) Download Form - Where additional filters can be added using a form.
b) Download from Sheet - Where sheet criteria is used for additional download filters.
c)

Print Column Headers - Where the column headers are printed to the worksheet.

Note - The other two buttons in the 'Manage Queries' section on the ribbon are only available to users
with System Administrator access:
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Information on how to use these options to Create, Maintain, and Assign Query Sets, can be
found on the More4apps website Common User Instructions: Custom Query Add-In
This functionality can be suppressed by setting the profile option ‘More4Apps: BW Suppress Custom
Query Functionality’ to ‘Yes’ at the user, responsibility or site level.
When this profile option is set (at the appropriate level) selection of any Custom Query icon will produce
a message of ‘The custom query functionality has been disabled by your System Administrator. Please
contact your System Administrator’.
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers

Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Use the Download form to select a pre-defined query to run where you want to use additional filters that
don't exist in the query definition.
1. Select ‘Download Form’ option from the Custom Query ribbon.

2. Choose the Query Set from the dropdown list provided.

3. On the ‘Settings’ tab indicate if you will be using existing Column Headers and if so in what row they
are held. If using your existing worksheet, they will be in row 9.
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4. Add a filter first and then complete the appropriate details in the filter fields for each query and click
the ‘Add’ button to create the run-time filter.

The filter will be added to the filter box and you can add more filters as required or you can choose
to enter no filters.
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5.

Click the ‘Download’ button to retrieve the records based on your selected Query Set.

Note - To ensure data is downloaded into the appropriate columns in the sheet, ensure your System
Administrator uses column aliases in the select statement that map exactly to Wizard columns.
For example, this Wizard column can be aliased using either of these formats:

select name "Batch Name" from gl_je_batches
select name batch_name from gl_je_batches
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers

Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet
Use the 'Download from Sheet' option to select a pre-defined query to run where you want to use additional
filters by using data entered in Wizard columns.
1. If the worksheet doesn’t already have the column headings, follow the step below, otherwise skip to
Step 2.
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Select ‘Print Column Headers’ option from the Custom Query ribbon.

Select the ‘Query Set’ and confirm the row number to print the headings on:

Click ‘Continue’ to print the column headings from your Query Set into the nominated row.
Note – If copying into a More4apps Wizard, the Column Headings MUST be on Row 9.
2. Click on a blank row below the column headings. Be sure to click below the ‘Default Values’ (Row
10) if you are intending to download the data into a More4apps Wizard template.
3. If you want to apply a filter to your download, enter the details in the appropriate column of your
worksheet and highlight the rows covering these details as shown in the following screenshot.
Enter your filter data in the appropriate Wizard columns on the same row.
Example screenshot Price List Wizard:

4. Click the ‘Download from Sheet’ button on the Custom Query ribbon.
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5. Choose the appropriate Query Set and then click ‘Download’ to write the data to the worksheet.

Note – The column names used by the query are dictated by the ‘Setting’ tab of the ‘Download
Form’ as illustrated below. This should be 9 if you are downloading to a Wizard template.

Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers

Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers
Use the 'Print Column Headers' option to write the column names from the selected query into a worksheet.
This can be any worksheet and doesn't need to be in a Wizard format. It is a useful method to first create
column headers and then write data into the same sheet using either of the above 'Download' options.
1. Create a new Worksheet.
2. Click the 'Print Column Headers' button.

3. Select the appropriate Query Set and Row number to print the headings in.
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4. Click 'Continue' to write the column headings.
Note – Column headers are pasted into the nominated row commencing in column ‘A’.
5. You can now use the download options to write information into the sheet.
Note the following:
(a)
(b)

You will need to have your cursor below row 10.
If you are using a ‘Non Wizard’ worksheet then you will need to dictate where you have created
the headings. For example, in the screenshot above the heading sill have been written to row 1
so you need to ensure the query uses this row to determine the column names. This is provided
on the ‘Settings’ tab of the Download form.

Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet

Upload Budgets
Budget Wizard allows users to upload a single, a range, or all Budgets. When you have multiple budgets
on a worksheet and perform an upload, either for one or multiple budgets, Budget Wizard needs to
determine the start and end rows for each budget.
If you wish to upload project budgets multiple times, then simply delete the details in the ‘UPLOAD
RESULTS’ column(s) and re-run the upload process.
The program cannot know if the last upload was baselined or not, so the ‘Upload Ok’ column serves for
both Create Draft Budget and Baseline Budget.
The Upload Rules are:
The upload program starts at the column headed ‘Period Name’ and continues processing every column
until it encounters an empty cell in row 9, which otherwise should contain a period name.
When you have multiple budgets on a worksheet and perform an upload, either for one or multiple
budgets, Budget Wizard needs to determine the start and end rows for each budget.
Each budget starts with a Project Number in the ‘Project Number’ column. You only have the Project
Number once per budget. Any repetition or a new value and Budget Wizard will decide the budget
has ended. If it discovers the new Project Number is the same as the old one, you will get a warning
message.
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Budget/Plan Header information also plays a role. It is acceptable to have no header settings within the
range of rows being uploaded. In this case Budget Wizard will search upwards until it finds some. This
means you are able to have only one lot of settings for your entire worksheet.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:

Budget/Plan Upload Options
Upload a Single or Range of Budgets
Upload All Budgets
Error Handling and Validation

Budget/Plan Upload Options
Budget Wizard allows users to set upload options for their Budgets and Plans. Click on the ‘Edit Upload
Options’ icon from the ribbon.

The following form will display:

Edit or Replace selection:
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The first section of this screen allows users to choose Draft Plan options.

Options 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7 are only relevant for Financial Plans. Options 1, 2 and 3 will be treated as 4,
and 6 and 7 as 5 for Budgets. You may not Edit a non-existent version. If there is no existing Draft Plan
version, then it will be marked as Current regardless of this setting. You cannot Baseline a non-Current
Draft version. You may also delete the old Draft version but only if you have set the ‘More4Apps: BW Allow
Delete Draft FinPlan’ profile option to allow this. For details on how to set this profile option please refer
to the Profile Options section in this document.
nd
• Replace Current Version or any of the other Create modes - 2
LOVs are disabled.
• Edit Current Version - If no version exists, the Wizard will reject the upload. The user will have to
change this to one of the top four options of the ‘Edit or Replace selection’.
• Edit Indicated Version (using Version Number) – The Wizard checks to see if the selected
version number happens to be the current version or not, and will only display the message if the
selected version is NOT the current version AND the user wants to baseline it, which of course is not
possible.
• Edit Indicated Version and make Current – Switches the current flag over to be the current
version if it is not already the current version. The baseline feature will always work. If not the
current version, baseline cannot work and an error message is displayed.

Edit Options:
This section allows users to decide whether to replace the existing Draft Budget or Working Draft Financial
Plan, or to make changes to it using the various ‘Edit’ modes. There are three ‘Edit’ options. There
is only one ‘Current’ version. If you select an ‘Indicated Version’ mode, the tool will use the ‘Version
Number’ column on the layout rather than the Current Version. This is validated so you cannot select
an inappropriate version number. The last option allows you to make that version the ‘Current’ Version
after the Edit is completed.
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The options are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit
Edit

Period
Task
Top Task
Resource
Resource Parent
Period & Task
Period & Top Task
Period & Resource
Period & Resource Parent
Task & Resource
Task & Resource Parent
Top Task & Resource
Top Task & Resource Parent
Period & Task & Resource
Period & Task & Resource Parent
Period & Top Task & Resource
Period & Top Task & Resource Parent

The ‘Edit…’ options allow you to replace only a portion of the budget, the scope of which is determined
by the particular ‘Edit’ option selected.
This is useful in the situation when you wish to add a year or month onto an existing budget without having
to re-upload the entire budget, especially useful for budgets spanning several years.
It is also useful when your user is responsible for a particular task, or top task, or perhaps the parent
organization for a number of Resources. By carefully selecting the appropriate ‘Edit’ option, you can give
them control over their area of a budget without impacting other users.
There are a maximum of three dimensions in a budget. These are ‘Task’, ‘Period’ and ‘Resource’. Your
budget may have all or any combination of, or even none of these.
Where option contains ‘Period’, this also covers ‘Date Range’ phased budgets.
Top Task and Parent Resource - The options on the dropdown list reflect all the possible combinations
of the above. There are two additional options, ‘Top Task’ and ‘Parent Resource’. These allow you to
indicate that you wish to replace all items in the hierarchy represented by the selected item, whether you
are budgeting for a Top Task/Resource or any of its children.
For example: If a Top Task has 5 subtasks, and you have a budget line on your sheet for a particular
subtask, then the program will remove ALL budget lines in the existing draft budget relating to that Top
Task, before uploading your new data. This works similarly for the ‘Edit Resource Parent’ option.
Financial Plans - Please note for Financial Plans you CANNOT select any of the ‘Edit’ modes unless you
have selected the ‘Replace/Edit working Version’. Editing can only work on the Current Draft Plan version.
We have not supported ‘Edit’ modes for Financial Plans at the time of writing. Please ask us for this
functionality if this is important to you.
Period Scope - Please also be aware how the ‘Period’ scope Options function. If there are periods listed
on the Period Name row, then the contents of all those periods WILL BE DELETED even if there is nothing
to replace them with, i.e. your spreadsheet value columns are empty.
Restore Draft Budget - If you made a mistake and manage to damage your draft budget in the database
and even baseline it, then simply restore the draft budget by copying the best version from budget history
over top of the draft budget (from within Oracle Applications), and you are back to where you started.
Rounding Options:
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Oracle will allow Budget/Plan amounts to exceed the maximum number or decimals allowed in the Budget/
Plan Currency. These options allow you to decide what to do with any amounts found to exceed the
Currency Precision. This does NOT affect Quantity values.
This section allows the user to:
•
•
•
•

Reject if exceeds Precision
Allow if exceeds Precision
Round if exceeds Precision
Round downloaded Currency Amounts to Currency Precision

Refer to section: Upload a Single or Range of Budgets
Refer to section: Upload All Budgets
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation

Upload a Single or Range of Budgets
To upload a single or range of Budgets complete the following:
1) Click the ‘Edit Upload Options’ button from the ribbon.

The following screen will display:
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Choose the options you need for the upload and click on the ‘Accept’ button.
2) Choose from the dropdown list on the Wizard ribbon – ‘Baseline Budget’, ‘Leave as ‘Draft’ or ‘Validate
Only’.

3) Select either ‘Upload Directly’ to upload the budgets now or ‘Upload Using Concurrent Manager’ to
submit the upload to the concurrent manager. This upload option, when run for the first time on each
instance, will create a concurrent program for future use.

4) Use the cursor to select a single or range of budgets to upload, making sure you have included the
first line of each budget to be uploaded.
Budget Wizard looks through the spreadsheet only between the top and bottom of the range you have
indicated. If you have selected a range and only included the first line of the last Budget to be uploaded,
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Budget Wizard will continue past the end of the selected range if necessary to complete the last Budget.
The columns selected are NOT important.
Click the ‘Upload’ icon and select ‘Upload Selected’ on the ribbon.

Any Budgets marked ‘Ok’ in the ‘Upload Ok’ column will be ignored.
Successful budget data will return ‘Ok’ in the ‘Upload Ok’ column or rejected budget data will return
Rejected in the ‘Upload Ok’ column.
Where a Rejected message occurs, rectify any issues as outlined in the Error Handling and Validation
section of this document.
Refer to section: Budget/Plan Upload Options
Refer to section: Upload All Budgets
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation

Upload All Budgets
To upload all budgets, complete the following:
1) Click the ‘Edit Upload Options’ icon on the ribbon.

The following screen displays:
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Choose the options you need for the upload and click on the ‘Accept’ button.
2) Choose from the dropdown list on the Wizard ribbon – ‘Baseline Budget’, ‘Leave as Draft’ or ‘Validate Only’

3) Click the ‘Upload’ icon and select ‘Upload All’ on the ribbon.

This upload option ignores the cursor location and goes straight to row 10 to begin uploading. It ignores
project budgets with ‘Ok’ in the ‘Upload Ok’ column and continues to the next project. It will process
all the budgets on the worksheet.
Successful budget data will return ‘Ok’ in the ‘Upload Ok’ column or rejected budget data will return
Rejected in the ‘Upload Ok’ column.
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Where a Rejected message occurs, rectify any issues as outlined in the Error Handling and Validation
section of this document.
Refer to section: Budget/Plan Upload Options
Refer to section: Upload a Single or Range of Budgets
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation

Error Handling and Validation
There are two levels of validation:
•

Spreadsheet Validation - The data entry forms validate the data using lists of values, date
formats, field lengths and some other field level validation. The spreadsheet program does some
checking on the content of date and number cells. If you have removed or renamed a compulsory
column you will be informed.

•

Upload Validation - The upload process will perform the spreadsheet validation above as well as
the validation within the API.

Data keyed directly into the worksheet (not via the data entry forms) will be validated when it is uploaded.
If you wish to check anything before it is uploaded, simply open the form. Any incorrect data will appear
in red on the form and will also change the offending cell on the spreadsheet to red.
Refer to section: Status and Message Columns
Refer to section: Correcting Errors and Reloading

Status and Message Columns
Every worksheet will be created with Upload Results – ‘Upload Ok’, ‘Line Ok’ and ‘Upload Error’ columns.
The ‘Upload Ok’ column is used to record the overall status for each Budget. The status may be:

Status
Blank
Ok

Status Explanation
Prior to running the validate/upload process.
All the information for this budget has been successfully loaded into
Oracle Projects.

Validated

The information for this transaction has successfully passed the
spreadsheet validation (but has not been loaded into Oracle).

Rejected

All the information for this budget has not been successfully loaded into
Oracle Projects.

The ‘Line Ok’ column is used to record the progress of the individual records for each line of the budget.
The status may be:

Status
Blank

Status Explanation
Prior to running the validate/upload process.
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Ok

Rejected

All the information for this line has been successfully loaded into Oracle
Projects.
The information for this line has not been successfully loaded into
Oracle Projects. The program will continue to process other lines. It
will not create a draft budget or baseline a project budget containing
any line errors.

The ‘Upload Error’ column is used to record any warning or error messages resulting from the validate/
upload process e.g. ‘End Date Entered is Closed’.
For period phased budgets, only one column serves as the status for all periods contained in the row.
In the following example, one line was rejected with the message ‘This line’s Budget End date is dated
before the Start Date!’. All other lines were Ok but the budget will not be processed due to the line error.

Refer to section: Correcting Errors and Reloading

Correcting Errors and Reloading
If you have a Rejected status in any of the status columns, you need to read the message in the
‘Upload Error’ column and investigate the data. The error messages relate to data on the same row.
If you have duplicated data on your sheet, i.e. the combination of Task, Period and Resource is not
unique for the budget being uploaded; you will be offered a choice. Accept this as intended and
accumulate the values before uploading, or error the budget. If you choose to error the budget, all
the duplications will be shown in yellow, in order to help you find the problem. If you accept the
duplications, then yellow will not be used on the duplicated cells.
‘Line Ok’ is used to show that the line passed the first level of validation and has been loaded into
temporary tables, awaiting the step to create the draft budget. In the case of period phased budgets,
the status serves for all the values on the line.
‘Upload Ok’ is used to show the status of the ‘Create Draft Budget’ step. If you baseline the budget
it represents the status of the ‘baseline budget’ step, presuming you got that far. This column is only
populated for the first row of the project budget.
If this column shows an ‘Ok’ then you cannot upload the budget. The upload will ignore this budget. If
you do want to upload the budget again (you may have made changes) then simply delete the ‘Ok’.
The above constraint only applies to the ‘Upload OK’ column. You may safely ignore anything in the
‘Line Ok’ column. This column will be cleared by the program as the upload commences.
Correcting Rejected Data
To correct the information either key directly into the worksheet or open the relevant data entry form.
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Once the data has been corrected you can choose to either upload one row, selected rows or the entire
worksheet.
Refer to section: Upload Budgets
Budgets that already have an upload Status of ‘Ok’ will be not be processed again.
Continuing the previous example, after correcting the data and re-running the upload process, all
records are successfully transferred into Oracle Projects.

Refer to section: Status and Message Columns

Ribbons
There are three ribbons for Budget Wizard:
• Budget Wizard - Setup Ribbon is used to help set up the Wizard.
• Budget Wizard Ribbon is used to carry out functions when working in your workbook.
• Custom Query Ribbon is used to download records to Excel.
The menus are also available using the right mouse click functionality within Excel. If you press the right
mouse button you will see the Budget Wizard ribbon options.
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Refer to section: Budget Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Budget Wizard Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon

Budget Wizard - Setup Ribbon
The following table provides a quick reference to the Budget Wizard - Setup Ribbon and its functions.

Excel 2007 or Later
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Icon

Setup Visibility

Description/Functionality

Once your set-up is done you may not want your users to change
the set-up, so you can hide the Setup Ribbon.
There are three options:
Show at Start-up – The setup menu always appears.
Hide at Start-up – The setup menu is hidden but can be found
using:
View > Macros> ShowWizardToolbars and click the ‘Run’ button.
Hide Permanently – The setup menu is hidden and cannot be
displayed. Revert back to a copy of the original workbook to display
the menu.

Login Method

Choose one of three methods for logging in:
Standard Login – This will use single sign-on where available.
Alternative Login – This will use application level sign-on.
Standard Login (SSO Bypass) – This login method is available
from Oracle EBS 11.5.9 onwards and can be used if you have SSO
installed but want to bypass the SSO mechanism. The user will
be authenticated to the internal FND_USERS table rather than the
external SSO.

Debug Upload

For the 5x ‘Debug Upload’ options mentioned below, the user will
be under instruction from More4apps Support (used for Support
purposes only). The default value is ‘Debug off’ unless instructed by
More4apps to change:
Debug off – Disables any of the above options that are enabled.
Debug mode – Turns on the More4apps debug facility to generate
debug messages to assist with product troubleshooting.
DB Trace mode – Generates a database trace for database Version
9i.
End to End Trace – Database trace generated for performance
analysis and product troubleshooting.
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End to End Trace Unlimited Size – This option allows the
maximum size of trace files created whilst debugging to become
unlimited. This resolves the scenario when trace files are too large
that they were being truncated.
A message box will be displayed when this option is chosen allowing
the user to cancel and not set the trace off:
“Please only use this under More4apps advice. A very large trace
file may be created. If you are unsure, please use the End to End
Trace’ option rather than the ‘End to End Trace Unlimited Size’
option”.

Edit Template

Show or Hide Template worksheet. If you modify the template
worksheet, subsequent worksheets created using the ‘New Sheet’
icon will be based on this template.

Control Settings

This icon will allow you to control settings such as ‘Customize Your
List of Values’ and ‘User Settings’.

Store Password

You can protect your worksheet after data-entry to prevent further
changes. However, you must store the password in order to use the
upload/validate functions.
Click on this icon and store the password that you have used to
protect the worksheet.
For further information refer to
Common User Instructions: Worksheet Protection

Number Format

Export URL

Record the format of the current cell to use numeric values for the
amount columns in the Wizard. You need to save the spreadsheet
to keep the setting.

Export Login Configuration Settings to New Sheet.
The login configuration allows you to store links to multiple
instances of Oracle Applications. Create a new blank sheet (insert
worksheet) and click on this icon. The current login configuration
will be copied into cell A1. This can then be copied into another
workbook (into cell A1) and imported using the option below.
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Import URL

Import Login Configuration Setting from Current Sheet.
The login configuration that has been copied into cell A1 of the
current sheet will be used to set up the list of instances available in
this workbook.

Refer to section: Budget Wizard Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon

Budget Wizard Ribbon
The following table provides a quick reference to the Budget Wizard Ribbon and its functions.

Excel 2007 or Later

Icon

Log In/Log Out

Description/Functionality

This will either log you into or out of EBS depending on your status
(terminate or reinstate your Oracle database connection).
The icon will change depending on your current status. If you are
currently logged in then the icon will show as ‘Log Out’. If you are
not logged in the icon will show as ‘Log In’.

About

This icon will display version and licencing information.
You need to click on this icon to load a new licence key or modify/
add a user of the Wizard.

Show/Hide Login Info

Controls Visibility

This icon toggles the display of the ‘Login Info’ information on the
ribbon.

You can hide the Budget ribbon if you just want to use the right
mouse click option of accessing the ribbon functions.
There are three options:
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Show at Start-up – The setup menu always appears.
Hide at Start-up – The setup menu is hidden but can be found
using:
View > Macros > ShowWizardToolbars and then click ‘Run’.
Hide permanently – The setup menu is hidden and cannot be
displayed. Revert back to a copy of the original workbook to
display the menu.

New Sheet

A new worksheet will be created based on the master template
sheet.
If you have not modified the master template (using the ‘Show/
Hide Template’ icon above) all columns available will be displayed.
If you have modified the master template, your new worksheets
will include these changes.

Forms

A form to enter the Budget/Plan header information will display. If
you are in the ‘Budget Types’ section of the workbook the ‘Budget
Header Settings’ form will display. If you are in the Plan Type
section of the workbook the ‘Plan Version Settings’ form will display.
If you do use this form, you can make use of the ‘Lists of Values’
and other validation as you are entering data.
Double clicking in the ‘Header’ section of the worksheet (below row
9) will also open the form.

Project Number Form

A form to enter the Project Number will display. If you do use this
form, you can make use of the ‘Lists of Values’ and other validation
as you are entering data.
Double clicking in the ‘Project Number’ section of the worksheet
(below row 9) will also open the form.

Task and Resource Level A form to enter the Task, Resource and Amount Type information
Budget Details Form
will display. If you do use this form, you can make use the ‘Lists of
Values’ and other validation as you are entering data.
Double clicking in the ‘Budget Line Details’ section of the worksheet
(below row 9) will also open the form.

Header Descriptive
Flexfields Form

A form will open to enable the flexfield information to be entered at
the header level.
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Line Descriptive
Flexfields Form

Upload Option

A form will open to enable the flexfield information to be entered
against the lines.

Choose one of three modes for the budget:
Baseline Budget – Upload the budget as a baseline budget.
Leave as Draft – Upload the budget as a draft budget.
Validate Only – Validate the budget only.

Concurrent Option

Layout Options

Choose to either upload directly using the API mode or in the
background using a concurrent request.

The two Layout Options allow you to select how you want your data
displayed on the sheet:
• Amount Types in separate Rows – This option is the default
and existing layout option used in the Wizard. It displays
the Amount type and Amount in rows for each Task/Resource
combination. This option is ONLY applicable when Period Phasing
is NOT used. The exception to this rule is when downloading.
‘Row’ layout option example:

• Amount Types in separate Columns – This option uses the
new columns for each Task/Resource combination but only for
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non-period phased budgets unless you are doing a summarized
download.
‘Column’ layout option example:

Force Parent Resource
Group Concat

The options are:
Click to allow unique resources to be shown without Parent
Resource Group.
Click to force all resources to be shown with Parent Resource
Group.
For more details refer to section: Resource Lists

Edit Upload Options

Allows the user to change the upload settings for the budget. The
user can choose:
Draft Plan Options
Replace/Edit Options
Rounding Options

Period Header Columns A form to enter the PA or GL Period header information will display.
If you do use this form, you can make use of the ‘Lists of Values’
and other validation as you are entering data.

Upload Selected

The selected rows (as indicated by the cursor) will be validated/
loaded into the interface table.

Upload All

All rows in the worksheet (that have not already been processed)
will be validated/loaded into Oracle Projects.
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Download

A form will open that will enable you to download budget and actual
information into the worksheet.

View Concurrent
Requests

This will enable you to view your concurrent requests on the Oracle
Concurrent Manager.

Concurrent Refresh

This will refresh the line status of the records in the spreadsheet.
It will show error or warning messages as applicable. This is
particularly useful when a concurrent process is run to import
transactions from an interface table. When the concurrent process
has completed you should refresh the worksheet to see the results.

Logging

Logging turns on the diagnostics for the Wizard. To turn it on/off,
click on the Logging icon on the ribbon.
Once it is turned on, replicate the desired action for query logging,
then save and send the workbook to More4apps. This will assist
the support team to diagnose the issue better.

Help

Click this icon for help on any of the functionality of this Wizard.
The three options are:
User Instructions – Link to the More4apps Webpage to find
detailed explanation on the Wizard.
Release Notes – Link to the latest releases for the Wizard.
Product Support – Link to the ‘Contact Us’ page.

Refer to section: Budget Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon

Custom Query Ribbon
The following table provides a quick reference to the Custom Query Ribbon and its functions.

Excel 2007 or Later
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Icon

Description/Functionality

Download Form

A form to enter the Query Set for downloading records to Excel.
Here you can also indicate if you want to print parent information,
whether you need to print column headers or use existing ones and,
if needed, what filters you would like to use to limit the records to
download.

Download from Sheet

When your headers are already printed on the spreadsheet you can
position your cursor right below them and click on this option to
download records. You will just need to pick the Query Set and then
click the Download button.

Print Column Headers

Before downloading records directly from the sheet, you need to
click on the Print Column Headers option. Here you will also select
the row where the columns will be printed to.

Manage Queries

This option will give you access to the Manage Query window where
you can create, modify and delete SQL queries and responsibility
access to query sets.

Load From File

This option will import xml query set data contained in selected
worksheet cells into the instance you are connected to. This
feature is useful when writing custom Query Sets in one instance
and then needing to copy these across to other instances.
To achieve this simply use the ‘Export Queries’ feature in
the Custom Query ‘Edit Queries Using Form’ to copy the xml
definitions into your current worksheet.
Then login to a different instance, select the cells containing the
downloaded query sets and click the ‘Load From Cell’ button to
import them into the current instance.
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Refer to section: Budget Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Budget Wizard Ribbon

Getting Started
This section provides a new user with tips on how to get started using Budget Wizard.
1.

Enable Macros – The worksheet requires the macros to be enabled.
Microsoft 2007 or Later – When the worksheet is first opened the following will appear on
the menu bar. Click on the ‘Enable Content’ button.

2. Unable to see Wizard Ribbons - If this occurs then your security settings are too high. Budget
Wizard is written in VBA, and you must allow macros to run before you can run the program.
Close the worksheet then from the Excel menu navigate to the following based on your version of
Microsoft:
Microsoft 2007 or Later - Navigate to the ‘Developer’ tab, and in the ‘Code’ group click
‘Macro Security’. In ‘Macro Settings’, select the ‘Disable all macros with notification’. Re-open
the worksheet and you should receive the message shown above.
Note - If the ‘Developer’ tab did not display, click File > Options > Customize Ribbon. In the
‘Main Tabs’ section, select ‘Developer’ and click ‘OK’. You should now be able to go back to the
‘Developer’ tab to make the security changes.
Refer to section: Enable Macros/Cannot Access Wizard Ribbons
3.

Wizard Ribbons – Please see the note below for details on the ribbons provided by the Wizard.
Refer to section: Ribbons

4. Trial Version - The trial version of this program only allows you to upload budgets for project
templates. This is to allow you to fully test and evaluate the program’s functionality, but only
on a limited sample of data. Project Templates are identical to real projects for all budgeting
purposes. There are no other constraints in the trial version.
5. Row 9 - The column names are stored in row 9. These are fixed and cannot be changed. Do
NOT insert or delete rows before row 10. The case of the names is not important, but spelling is.
If you change the column name in row 9, you have in effect deleted the column as far as the
program is concerned. You can move the columns anywhere you like, hide, or even delete them if
they are not required.
6. Populate the Worksheet - There are a number of options available to populate the worksheet:
• You can type or paste the relevant values directly into the worksheet (No validation is
performed until you run the upload program).
• You can use the data entry forms provided to enter and validate the values.
• You can download existing data and modify the information to update the record or you can
download existing data and use this as the starting point to create new records.
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Note - If you are downloading an existing record to create a new one you need to remove the Ids
of the existing records.
Refer to section: Enter Budgets
7.

Descriptive Flexfields (DFF’s) - In this Wizard, only the first and last attribute for flexfields
columns are displayed in order to reduce unnecessary clutter. For help on using DFF’s please
refer to the online documentation.
Refer to section: Descriptive Flexfields

8.

Automatic Funding Adjustment - An important feature in Project Billing is the need to ensure
your revenue budget agrees with funding assigned to the project. This can make the revenue
budgeting process labour intensive and time-consuming. Budget Wizard has a facility to check
the funding level on your revenue budget, and to adjust it if necessary.
Refer to section: Automatic Funding Adjustment for Revenue Budgets

9.

Resource List - There are a number of choices available to control the program’s behaviour in
the area of Resource Lists. Please read the following section carefully and select the method
most appropriate for your organization. You may use different options on different sheets.
Refer to section: Resource Lists

10. Demonstration Script - To familiarize you with this Wizard a Demonstration Script is available.
This will guide you through some simple changes/creation of records.
Refer to section: Demonstration Script
11. Troubleshooting – If you are having any problems using the Wizard, click on this link to search
our online solutions repository https://more4apps.com/support/solutions/

If you encounter any problems or have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us at https://
more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/

Demonstration Script
Now that the Wizard has been installed and configured this document will guide you through the following
simple exercises:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Create a new Worksheet
Download an existing Budget
Create a new Budget from the downloaded record
Upload the new Budget into Oracle.
Make changes to an existing non-planned Budget
Load the changes into Oracle
Create a Plan Type Budget
Upload the Plan Type Budget into Oracle

Note that the screenshots are using Oracle Release 12 and Excel 2013.
This script is designed to illustrate the downloading/creating/uploading of a Budget
to give the user a “feel” for the Wizard.
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The Wizard is designed to use a similar process for processing large numbers of
budgets, which will significantly reduce data-entry time and improve productivity.

1. Create a new Worksheet

All worksheets are created from the Template123 worksheet.
Use the following steps to create your own customized template for your organization.
Step

1.1

Task

Screenshot

Create a new sheet by
clicking the ‘New Sheet’
button on the Budget Wizard
ribbon.
The ‘Select Template’ form
will display.
Select the ‘Budgets’ option
and then click the ‘Select’
button.
You will now have a new
worksheet based on the
‘Budget Template’ worksheet.

2. Download an Existing Budget

We will now download an existing Budget into our worksheet. This enables us to see where the
data, which exists in Oracle, will appear in our worksheet.
Step

Task

2.1

Place your cursor on a blank
row and click the ‘Download’
icon on the Budget Wizard
ribbon.

Screenshot
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2.2

The ‘Budget Wizard Login’
screen may appear when the
above action is undertaken.
This indicates that you are
not logged into your Oracle
Instance of Oracle.
Select the correct Oracle
Instance from the drop-down
list provided, click on the Login
button and enter your User
Name and Password.
Click ‘Login’.
Select a Responsibility and
click ‘Continue’.
Refer to the following
documentation for further
assistance: Common User
Instructions: Logging In and
Out

2.3

The ‘Download Budgets’ form
will display.
In the ‘Project’ field, enter a
Project which you know has
an existing budget and is not
a ‘Plan Type’ budget and does
not have a ‘Budget Entry
Method’ using tasks. Select
the
icon. Your entry
may return multiple options
in the list of values.
• Select the appropriate
‘Project' from the list of
values.
• Select the appropriate
‘Budget/Plan Type’.
• Ensure the ‘Period Phased
Type’ is appropriate based
on the project selected.
• Select ‘Data Type’ of
‘Budget’.
• Click the ‘Download’
button.
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If you encounter any
problems, select the ‘Clear’
button and re-enter your
criteria.
Refer to section: Download
Existing Budgets

2.4

A
message
will
appear
detailing the number of
records which have been
downloaded.
Select ‘OK’.
Your worksheet will now be
populated with the existing
budget details.

2.5

In my example there were
multiple budgets associated
Before
with the project and therefore
they were all downloaded.
If this is the same for you,
remove all budgets except
for one which we will use to
create a new budget.
After Deletion
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After you have removed the
unwanted Budgets you may
have period dates which are
not required. Delete the
columns not needed.

3. Create a new Budget from the downloaded record

We will now use the Budget downloaded to create a new Budget.
Step

3.1

Task

Ensure your cursor is on the
first line of the Budget and
click the ‘Forms’ icon and
select ‘Project Number’ from
the Budget Wizard ribbon.
Select an existing Project.
In the Project Number
field, enter some or all of the
Project Number then select
the
icon. Select a
Project from the list of values
provided.
You will note that the ‘Get
Resources’ and the ‘Get
Tasks’ button is abled or
disabled, depending on the
‘Entry Method’ of the Budget.
Select the ‘Get Resources’
button.
For more details refer to the
Project Number section in this
document.

3.2

Enter a % in the Resource
field and select the
icon.
A message will display
which details the resources
available. In my example
these are the same as those
already on our worksheet.
For the purpose of this
exercise close the form
without downloading any
resources.

Screenshot
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3.3

Click the ‘Forms’ icon and
select ‘Budget/Plan Header
Settings’ from the Budget
Wizard ribbon.

Select a Budget Type which
does not exist for the project
selected.
Click ‘Ok’.
For more details refer to the
Budget Header section in this
document.

3.4

Change the period dates
Before
on your worksheet and add
some extra periods with
associated values for some or
all resources.
After

3.5

We now have a Budget which
is ready to be uploaded into
Oracle.

4. Upload the new Budget into Oracle

We will now take you through the steps to upload the Budget into Oracle.
Step

4.1

Task

Select the ‘Edit Upload
Options’ icon on the Budget
Wizard ribbon.

Screenshot
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4.2

The ‘Budget/Plan Upload
Options’ form will appear.
Ensure the settings are the
same as those shown on the
screenshot.
Click ‘Accept’.
For details on these settings
and the appropriate options
available to you please
refer to the Budget/Plan
Upload Options section of this
documents.

4.3

For the Upload Option select
‘Validate Only’ on the ribbon.

4.4

Place your cursor on the first
line of the Budget and select
the ‘Upload’ icon and select
‘Upload Selected’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

4.5

In my example an error is
displayed advising that the
Period Name is incorrect.
For more details on how to
handle error messages refer
to the Error Handling and
Validation section of this
document.
To correct this error change
the Period Names to have a
value of MMM-YY in upper
case.
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4.6

Revalidate the Budget by
placing the cursor on the
first line of the Budget and
select the ‘Upload’ icon and
select ‘Upload Selected’ on
the Budget Wizard ribbon.

4.7

Your Budget will display
an ‘Upload Ok’ status of
Validated and a ‘Line Ok’
status of Ok for each budget
line.
At this stage the Budget has
not been loaded into Oracle.

4.8

For the Upload Option select
‘Baseline Budget’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

4.9

Place your cursor on the first
line of the Budget and select
the ‘Upload’ icon and select
‘Upload Selected’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

4.10

Your budget will display an
‘Upload Ok’ and ‘Line Ok’
status of ‘Ok’ for each budget
line.
Your budget has now been
loaded into Oracle.

4.11

Log into Oracle and select the
Budget created. The data in
your spreadsheet will display
in Oracle.
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5. Make changes to an existing non-planned Budget
Now we will make some changes to the Budget created above
Step

Task

5.1

Create a new sheet by
clicking the ‘New Sheet’
button on the ribbon and
choose ‘Budgets’ from the
LOVs.

5.2

Download the Budget created
above, using the instructions
at (2).
Note – In the Download form
change the ‘Budget/Plan
Type’ to the same as your
budget.

Screenshot
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5.3

Double-click in the ‘BUDGET
TYPES’ section and the
‘Budget Header Settings’ form
will open.
Enter a Version Name,
Change Reason, and
Description into the
worksheet.
Click ‘Ok’.

5.4

Make changes to the period
values and insert additional
column(s).

Before
After

5.5

Delete a row holding one
of the Resources from the
worksheet.

Before

After
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6. Load the changes into Oracle

We will now load the changes to the existing budget into Oracle.
6.1

Select the ‘Edit Upload
Options’ icon on the Budget
Wizard ribbon.

6.2

The following form will
appear. Ensure the settings
are the same as those shown
on the screenshot.
For details on these setting
and the appropriate options
available to you please
refer to the Budget/Plan
Upload Options section of this
documents.
Click ‘Accept’.
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6.3

Select the Upload Option of
‘Validate Only’ on the Budget
Wizard ribbon’.

6.4

Place your cursor on the first
line of the budget and click
the ‘Upload’ icon and select
‘Upload Selected’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

6.5

In my example I received an
error in the value entered
under each period as I have
exceeded the precision for
Currency USD.

This is held in the ‘Budget/
Plan Upload options. To find
this form select the Upload
Options icon on the Budget
Wizard ribbon.
For my example I have
changed the rounding to
‘Round if exceeds Precision’.
Subsequently no change is
required to my worksheet.

6.6

Revalidate the budget by
placing your cursor on the
first line of the budget and
click the ‘Upload’ icon and
select ‘Upload Selected’ on
the Budget Wizard ribbon.
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6.7

Your budget should display
an ‘Upload Ok’ status of
‘Validated’ and a ‘Line Ok’
status of ‘Ok’ for each budget
line.
At this stage the budget has
not been created in Oracle.

6.8

For the ‘Upload Option’, select
‘Baseline Budget’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

6.9

Place your cursor on the first
line of the budget and click
the ‘Upload’ icon and select
‘Upload Selected’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

6.10

Your budget should display an
‘Upload Ok’ and a ‘Line Ok’
status of ‘Ok’ for each budget
line.
Your budget has now been
loaded into Oracle.

6.11

Log into Oracle and select the
Budget created. The data in
your spreadsheet will display
in Oracle.
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7. Create a Plan Type Budget

We will now create a Plan Type Budget using the forms available in the Wizard.
Step

Task

7.1

Select the ‘New Sheet’ icon
on the Budget Wizard ribbon.
The select Template form
will be provided. Select the
‘Financial Plans’ option and
then click the ‘Select’ button.
You will now have a new
worksheet based on the
‘Financial Plans’ template
worksheet.

7.2

Place your cursor below row
9 and select the ‘Forms’
icon and select ‘Budget/
Plan Header Settings’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

Screenshot
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7.3

The ‘Plan Version Settings’
form will open.
Populate all yellow fields
and ensure that you enter a
WBS Level of ‘Top Task’, Time
Phasing of ‘GL Period’ and a
‘Resource List’ from the list of
values provided.
Click the ‘Ok’ button.

7.4

Ensure you cursor is on the
same line as the Plan settings
and in the Project Number
column.
Click the ‘Forms’ icon and
select ‘Project Number’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.
Select an existing Project
Number which has Tasks.
In the Project Number field,
enter some or all of the
Project Number then select
the
icon. Select a
project from the list of values
provided.
The following buttons will
appear on the form:
- Get Tasks
- Get Default Plan Settings
- Get Resources
These buttons will be active
depending on the Plan Header
options and the type of
project selected.
For more details refer to the
Project Number section in this
document.

7.5

Get Tasks
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As we have selected the WBS
level of tasks (on the Plan
Header form) this button is
active.
Select the ‘Get Tasks’ button.
You will notice that the
worksheet is now populated
with the Tasks from the
project selected and that the
‘Get Tasks’ button is now
inactive.
If you have selected a Project
which does not have tasks,
then the worksheet will show
no tasks downloaded.

7.6

Get Resources
Select the ‘Get Resources’
button.
The ‘Download Planning
Resources’ form will appear.
Enter a % in the Resource
field and select the
icon.
A message will display
which details the resources
available. Click ‘OK’.
NOTE: You could now click
the ‘Download’ button which
will populate the worksheet
with the resources per the
‘Resource List’ entered on
the Plan Header form. For
this exercise we will NOT
download the resources.
Select the ‘Cancel’ button
on the ‘Download Planning
Resources’ form.

7.7

Get Default Plan Settings
For this exercise we will NOT
select this button.

Example where Resources are downloaded:

Example message if this button is selected
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If you did select this button,
then the planning options for
the project selected will be
written into the worksheet.
Select ‘Ok’ on the ‘Project
Number’ form.

7.8

In this example opposite, I
have selected a ‘WBS Level’
of ‘Top Task’. I will therefore
remove the lower level Tasks
from my worksheet.

7.9

Double click on each of
the Tasks and enter the
‘Resource’ and ‘Amount Type’.
For more details on this form
refer to Budget Line Details
section.

7.10

Period Name
Enter The period name in
each column in the format of
MMM-YY. This can be entered
directly into the worksheet
or you can use the ‘Period

Before

Header Columns’ icon
on
the Budget Wizard ribbon
which will provide you with
the form shown.
Enter the appropriate Period, Before
Number of Periods and First
GL Period.
Select the ‘Write Periods’
button.
After
Enter a value for each of
the tasks directly into the

After
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worksheet as there is no form
provided for this data entry.

7.11

We now have a Budget which
is ready to be uploaded into
Oracle.

8. Upload the Plan Type Budget into Oracle

We will now take you through the steps to upload the budget into Oracle.
Step

Task

8.1

Select the ‘Edit Upload
Options’ icon on the Budget
Wizard ribbon.

8.2

The following form will
appear. Ensure the settings
are the same as those shown
on the screenshot.
For details on these setting
and the appropriate options
available to you please
refer to the Budget/Plan
Upload Options section of this
documents.
Click ‘Accept’.

8.3

For the ‘Upload Option’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon, select
‘Validate Only’.

8.4

Place your cursor on the first
line of the budget and click
the ‘Upload’ icon and select
‘Upload Selected’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

Screenshot
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8.5

In this example an error is
displayed advising that the
Period Name is incorrect.
For more details on how to
handle error messages refer
to the Error Handling and
Validation section of this
document.
To correct this error change the
Period Name to have a value of
MMM-YY in upper case.

8.6

Revalidate the budget by
placing the cursor on the
first line of the budget and
click the ‘Upload’ icon select
‘Upload Selected’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

8.7

Your budget will display
an ‘Upload Ok’ status of
Validated and a ‘Line Ok’
status of Ok for each budget
line.
At this stage the budget has
not been loaded into Oracle.

8.8

For the ‘Upload Option’ select
‘Baseline Budget’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

8.9

Place your cursor on the first
line of the budget and click
the ‘Upload’ icon and select
‘Upload Selected’ on the
Budget Wizard ribbon.

8.10

Your budget will display an
‘Upload Ok’ and ‘Line Ok’
status of Ok for each budget
line.
Your Budget has now been
loaded into Oracle.
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8.11

Log into Oracle and select the
Budget created. The data in
your spreadsheet will display
in Oracle.

End of Demonstration
If you encounter any problems or have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us at https://
more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/

Control Settings
Customize your Lists of Values/User Settings
The ‘Control Settings’ icon on the Budget Wizard - Setup ribbon enables you to Control Settings and view
the user Settings for ‘Automatic Funding Adjustments’ and ‘Restricting Budgeting for Group Resource lists’.
To access these control settings, select the ‘Control Settings’ icon on the Budget Wizard – Setup Ribbon.

The following screen will display:

For more details on these Control Settings refer to the following sections:
Refer to section: Customize your Lists of Values
Refer to section: User Settings
Resources Lists
There are a number of choices available to control the program’s behaviour in the area of Resource Lists.
Please refer to the section below to select the method most appropriate for your organization.
Refer to section: Resource Lists
Automatic Funding Adjustment
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Budget Wizard has a facility to check the funding level on your revenue budget, and to adjust it if necessary.
At this stage the feature only works for project level funding. If you have task level funding, then you
will have to manually alter the funding before the budget can be baselined.
Refer to section: Automatic Funding Adjustment

Customize your Lists of Values
This option is held on the ‘Control Settings’ icon of the Budget Wizard - Setup ribbon
. The form provided
(when this icon is selected) has two options one of which is ‘Customize your Lists of Values’.
If you select this option, you may create views based on the following standard views:

This section is common to all of our tools. Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions:
Customize your Lists of Values.
Refer to section: User Settings
Refer to section: Resource Lists
Refer to section: Automatic Funding Adjustment

User Settings
This setting is found by selecting the ‘Control Settings’ icon
on the Budget Wizard - Setup ribbon. The
form provided (when this icon is selected) has two options one of which is ‘User Settings’.
If you select the ‘User Settings’ option, the following form will display which will notify you of your current
settings in regard to ‘Automatic Funding Adjustment’ and ‘Restricting Budgeting for Grouped Resources
Lists’:
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Call Budget Calculation Extension
Select the check box to enable the draft budget calculation extension prior to ‘Project Family Pack M’.
Prior to Projects Family Pack M you needed to enable this, in order to fire any Budget Calculation extension
that your company has implemented. It is left off by default as this extension is not often used. The
extension is called after the draft budget is created/modified.
For more details refer to the following sections:
Refer to section: Customize your Lists of Values
Refer to section: Automatic Funding Adjustment
Refer to section: Resource Lists

Resource Lists
There are a number of choices available to control the program’s behaviour in the area of Resource Lists.
Please read the section carefully and select the method most appropriate for your organization. You may
use different options on different worksheets.
Resource Level Budgeting
If you do not use Resource Level Budgeting, delete the columns with the headings of ‘Resource List’,
‘Resource Grp’ and ‘Resource’. You may also alter the template sheet to permanently remove these and
any other unwanted columns.
If you use Resource Level Budgeting, it comes in two ways: Grouped and Non-Grouped. To check your
settings, have a look at your Resource Lists using ‘Setup/Budgets/Resource Lists’ in your Oracle instance.
Resource Grouping
When Your Organisation has ONLY Non-Grouped Resource Lists
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Please delete the column headed ‘Resource Grp’ as it will never be used and will unnecessarily clutter
your spreadsheet.
When Your Organisation HAS Grouped Resource Lists
It is possible to duplicate your Resources in a resource List, by listing them under more than one Resource
Group. For example: two people could be under Labor and Expense Resources. Such as:
Labor

Jones, Mary
Bloggs, Bill

Expenses

Jones, Mary
Bloggs, Bill
It is essential for the Wizard to be able to uniquely identify the combination for this situation.

There are three ways to present this on the worksheet:
Option 1
If you have a column titled ‘Resource Grp’ then this option WILL be used to display your data.
Example:

Option 2
This option WILL be used if the Resource List contains the Resource more than once, i.e. under two or
more ‘Resource Grp’ headings. It is the only way to provide a unique reference. You can also insist on this
method by choosing the ‘Force’ option using the following icon on the ‘Budget Wizard’ ribbon. Refer to
the following section for more details on this function - Force Resources to be shown with Resource Group
Example: Assumes you have deleted the ‘Resource Grp’ column and concatenated into the ‘Resource’
column.

Option 3
This option can be used on each line providing two conditions are met:
# You allow it by selecting the appropriate option on the ‘Budget Wizard’ ribbon. Refer to Force Resources
to be shown with Resource Group
#

The upload and download procedures find NO duplicates of the Resource in the Resource List.
Otherwise the concatenation WILL be performed.

Example: Assumes you have deleted the ‘Resource Group’ column. Avoid concatenation (if possible)
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Refer to section: Customize your Lists of Values
Refer to section: User Settings
Refer to section: Automatic Funding Adjustment

Force Resources to be shown with Resource Group
If the Resource List contains the Resource more than once, i.e. under two or more ‘Resource Grp’ headings,
you can insist on the resource group be shown in the Resource column by clicking the ‘Force Parent Resource
Group Concat’ option on the ‘Budget Wizard’ ribbon as illustrated below:

Note - If the above icon has been selected then the icon will appear as illustrated below. You can select
this to restore the original settings back to allow unique resources to be shown without the parent resource
group.

Refer to section: Resource Lists
Refer to section: Control Settings

Automatic Funding Adjustment
An important feature in Project Billing is the need to ensure your revenue budget agrees with funding
assigned to the project.
This can make the revenue budgeting process labor intensive and time-consuming.
Budget Wizard has a facility to check the funding level on your revenue budget, and to adjust it if
necessary.
At this stage the feature only works for project level funding. If you have task level funding, then you
will have to manually alter the funding before the budget can be baselined. If this feature enhancement
is desired – please do not hesitate to contact us at https://more4apps.com/support/request-productsupport/.
The normal constraints to funding adjustments apply:
#

You may only increase the funding if funds in the agreement are available.

#

You may not decrease the funding to below existing revenue or invoicing level.

The feature is optional, and the default is to NOT use this feature. It can only be enabled by changing
the profile option setting in Oracle Applications. Refer to the Profile Options section of this document for
details on setting the profile option.
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To check the settings in Oracle, select the ‘Control Settings’ icon from the ribbon and select the ‘User
Settings’ button. For more details refer to the Control Settings section of this document.
The only Budget Type that uses the Funding mechanism is the seeded ‘Approved Revenue Budget’
therefore Budget Wizard does not attempt the funding adjustment on other revenue budget types.
If, and only if the Budget Wizard feature is enabled, the upload process continues normally up to the point
where the draft budget is updated. Before the baseline is attempted the existing funding of the project
is checked to see if the amount matches the total of the new draft budget. If it matches, then there is
nothing to be done and the baseline is performed. If not, then a funding adjustment is necessary.
Budget Wizard tries to make the process as simple as possible and will perform the adjustment in certain
circumstances without the user having to state the agreement number in the ‘Agree. Num’ column.
There are two scenarios:
Scenario 1
User has NOT put an agreement number in the ‘Agree. Num’ column:
•
•

If there is existing funding from ONE agreement only, then Budget Wizard will try and do the
funding adjustment using that agreement.
If there is no funding at all, then Budget Wizard checks to see if there is a SINGLE agreement
possible to fund the project from (this is not likely). If this situation exists, then Budget Wizard
will proceed with that agreement.

Scenario 2
User has entered an agreement number in the ‘Agree. Num’ column:
•

Agreement is validated. Only this agreement will be used for the funding adjustment.

What happens if:
•

The Agreement Number supplied is invalid?

•

There are insufficient funds in the supplied agreement?

•

Budget Wizard has found an agreement itself but there are insufficient funds?

In any of the above fail, Budget Wizard offers the user a chance to review all possible agreements in
a form and select funds from multiple agreements. Running totals are kept to indicate progress of the
allocations. When the required amount is met by the user allocations, then the funding adjustments
and baseline can continue.
Refer to section: Customize your Lists of Values
Refer to section: User Settings
Refer to section: Resource Lists

New Plan Types - Released in Oracle 11.5.9
Budget Wizard supports the new Plan Types released in 11.5.9. We were asked to upgrade Budget Wizard
to support this functionality despite the existence of an Excel upload tool provided free with 11.5.9.
Oracle’s approach is from the top down. All the Plan settings must be setup first manually in Oracle before
the spreadsheet can be used. Almost no defaulting is possible to alleviate this process.
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Budget Wizard uses a bottom-up approach. A small amount of setup is needed in the Budget Header
section to select the desired options. Budget Wizard then calls a number of Oracle APIs to perform the
required setup in advance of the budget being loaded.
By using the bottom-up approach, Budget Wizard cuts down heavily on the setup effort required by the user.
Here is a feature comparison.
Oracle
Spreadsheet

Budget Wizard

Settings
Manually required to add Plan Type to Project

Yes

No

Manually required to add currencies to Plan Type

Yes

No
(copied from project)

Manually required to select Tasks

Yes

No

Manually required to select Resources

Yes

No

Manually required to create Period Profile

Yes

No

Manually required to perform setup in Oracle Applications

Yes

No

Multiple Budgets per worksheet supported

No

Yes

Sheets in separate workbooks supported

No

Yes

Budget Types and Plan Types both supported

No

Yes

Multiple Budget formats supported on one sheet

No

Yes

Duplicate entries supported

No

Yes

Flexible column layout

No

Yes

Customizable LOVs to limit upload functionality

No

Yes

Automatic Funding adjustment feature

No

Yes

Powerful download capability including Actuals

No

Yes

Functionality

Profile Options
Profile options are common to all of our tools. To find the profile options applicable for this Wizard, navigate
to System Profile and enter More%BW% as shown in the screenshot below and select the ‘Find’ button.
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The profile option applicable for this Wizard will show on the ‘System Profile Values’ form as shown below.

Many profile options can be set at the Site, Application, Responsibility or User level. Modify your search
in the ‘Find System Profile Options’ form to set options at the appropriate level.
Profile Options are installed when you log into an instance (from the Wizard) for the first time. If a profile
option is not available, then you will need to re install your profile options. To do this refer to the Reinstall
Profile Options available in the Common User Topics documentation.
Common Profile Options
The following profile options are created for each of our products:
•

More4Apps: BW Allowed Version – This profile option is similar to ‘More4Apps: BW Minimum
version’ but is more restrictive. It will stop any version other than the listed version from
operating.

•

More4Apps: BW Automatically Assign User – If this is set to ‘Yes’ Oracle will assign new users
automatically up the maximum allowed by the licence key.
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•

More4Apps: BW Banned – If this profile option is set to ‘Yes’ the wizard will not operate. This can
be set at the site, responsibility or user level.

•

More4Apps: BW Custom Query Manager - This profile allows customers to nominate a user
to manage download queries. This is useful if the user lacks sysadmin access and cannot be
granted sysadmin. The profile is set up at the user level.

•

More4Apps: BW Downloader Manager – This has been replaced by profile option ‘More4Apps: BW
Custom Query Manager’.

•

More4Apps: BW Latest version used – This profile option is for internal use only. It records the
highest version number used.

•

More4Apps: BW Licence Key - This profile holds the licence key for the Wizard. If you have no
licence key then this field will hold ‘Trial’ as the licence key and some functionality will be limited.
For more details on licence keys refer to the following Installation and Configuration Guide: Enter
the Licence Key.

•

More4Apps: BW Limit to preset Application ID – Set this profile to ‘Yes’ to limit the selection of
user responsibilities to those assigned to the same application as the Wizard or set to ‘No’ or
leave blank to display all responsibilities assigned to the user.

•

More4Apps: BW Minimum version – This option allows you to enter the spreadsheet version
number into this profile option. If the spreadsheet version does not match this then the Wizard
will not operate.

•

More4Apps: BW Named User - This profile enables you to control the named users for Budget
Wizard and is set at the User level in Oracle. For more details on how to set up named users
refer to the following Installation and Configuration Guide: Add Named Users.

•

More4Apps: BW Nominated Sysadmin for user maintenance – This profile can be set to allow a
nominated Oracle username which doesn’t have System Administrator profile value access to
maintain users for this product. Other users that do have System Administrator profile access
can still maintain product users if this profile is set to a different person.
Note – This profile option is only available for clients with Wizard versions containing ‘Common
Modules’ version 204 and greater.

•

More4Apps: BW Suppress Downloader Functionality – This has been replaced by profile option
‘More4Apps: BW Suppress Custom Query Functionality’.

•

More4Apps: BW Suppress Custom Query Functionality - This functionality can be suppressed by
setting the profile option to ‘Yes’ at the user, responsibility or site level. When this profile option
is set (at the appropriate level), selection of any custom query icon will produce a message of
‘The custom query functionality has been disabled by your System Administrator. Please contact
your System Administrator’.

•

More4Apps: BW Suppress the Operating Unit form on Login - This stops the select ‘Operating
Units’ form coming up on login where there are multiple operating units and a default Operating
Unit has been specified.

•

More4Apps: BW Validate Only – This profile can be set to ‘Yes’ to allow the customer to setup
validate only for the user.

Product Specific Profile Options
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The following profile options are specific to Budget Wizard:
•

More4Apps: BW Allow Delete Draft FinPlan – One of the upload options in Budget Wizard allows
you to create a new current version and delete the old one. You are however only permitted to
use this option if this profile option has been set to ‘Yes’. Refer to Budget/Plan Upload Options for
more details.

•

More4Apps: BW Allow MS-Word autocorrect characters - This profile can be set to prevent MSWord AutoCorrect characters (which are non-ASCII) from being loaded – If these are loaded it
can cause data corruption.

•

More4Apps: BW Allow Replace mode on Forecast Plan Types – By default, Replace mode is not
allowed to operate on Forecast Plan Types. Users will get an error message if they tried. Set this
profile option to ‘Yes’ to override this new constraint.

•

More4Apps: BW Autofund - Budget Wizard has a facility to check the funding level for ‘Approved
Revenue Budgets’, and to adjust it if necessary. Refer to the Automatic Funding Adjustment
section of this document more details.

•

More4Apps: BW Default Amount Type - Combined Budgets – This profile option allows you to set
a default Amount type, so when using the form the preferred value will default into the Amount
type field rather than the user having to select it each time. If this profile is NOT set, ‘Raw Cost’
will default into the form.

•

More4Apps: BW Default Amount Type - Cost Budgets - This profile option allows you to set a
default Amount type, so when using the form the preferred value will default into the Amount
type field rather than the user having to select it each time. If this profile is NOT set, ‘Raw Cost’
will default into the form.

•

More4Apps: BW Default Amount Type - Revenue Budgets - This profile option allows you to set
a default Amount Type, so when using the form the preferred value will default into the Amount
Type field rather than the user having to select it each time. If this profile is NOT set, ‘Revenue’
will default into the form.

•

More4Apps: BW Disable Budgets & Financial Plans upload functionality – If this is set to ‘Yes’, the
Wizard will not upload the sheet values of Budgets and Financial Plans to Oracle. This can be set
at the site responsibility or user level.

•

More4Apps: BW Disable Task Date validation for Budgets - Suppress validation of Dates against
the Task Start and End dates, Budgets only, not Plans. By default, Budget Wizard checks every
line against the Task to ensure the date range of the Budget line falls within the Start and
End Dates of the Task. This validation is not enabled for Financial Plans, only Project Costing
Budgets. This feature can be disabled using this Profile Option.

•

More4Apps: BW Disable Workplan edit functionality – This profile option is now Obsolete.

•

More4Apps: BW Disable functional security preventing downloads – By default, users without the
access to Budgets from their responsibility will not be able to download Budgets. Setting this
profile option to ‘Yes’ overrides this new constraint.

•

More4Apps: BW Disable functional security preventing uploads – By default, users without the
access to Budgets from their responsibility will not be able to upload Budgets. Setting this profile
option to ‘Yes’ overrides this new constraint.
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•

More4Apps: BW Duplicate Lines Preference - This allows the administrator to set the preference
for action when Duplicate Lines occur. Set preference for action when Duplicate Lines occur.
Prevents user form from popping.
Budget Wizard contains functionality to handle the scenario where the user has duplicated the
Task/Resource/Period combination.
The options are:
-

Accumulate Lines
Reject Version
Prompt User
Stop Now

If you set this profile option, the selected value will be used by the tool. If you do NOT set the
profile option, Prompt User will be the default behavior.
•

More4Apps: BW Enforce Ignore Actuals Periods to Yes - Allows Actuals periods in forecasts to
be excluded from downloads. It is not possible to Edit the values in Actuals Periods in Oracle
generated Forecasts. The profile option prevents the download of these values using the
download form. Any setting of his profile option overrides the user option on this download form
and disable’s its use.

•

More4Apps: BW Enforce existing Plan Settings - When you assign a Plan Type to a Project, there
is an opportunity to create default settings. This profile option causes Budget Wizard to accept
only those default Plan Settings and prevents the user from overriding them when creating a new
Plan Version.

•

More4Apps: BW Parent Resource Budgeting – This option only applies to Grouped Resource lists
and by default is set to ‘Yes’, which allows all users to enter budgets at both the Parent and Child
Resource Levels. Select ‘No’ to prevent users from entering budgets at Parent Level, whether
or not users are budgeting at the Child level. Refer to User Settings section of this document for
more details.

•

More4Apps: BW Prevent Baseline - If this option is set to ‘Yes’ it does NOT allow the user to
Baseline Budgets/Plan versions.

•

More4Apps: BW Prevent Baseline listed Plan Types - List the plan types, separated by commas,
where you want to prevent baselining. Attempting to baseline any of the plan types listed here
will fail.

•

More4Apps: BW Prevent Draft Only - If this option is set to ‘Yes’ it will prevent the user from
loading draft budgets.

•

More4Apps: BW Regenerate Actuals when downloading forecasts - A Forecast contains Actuals
and ETC amounts. The Actuals values are only correct at the time the Forecast was generated.
If this profile option is set to Yes, the Actuals values are re-generated just prior to the download
so they are up-to-date. Warning - the new Actuals values are temporary and are discarded after
the download, the original Forecast is not changed.

•

More4Apps: BW Unicode Encoding Option - This profile determines if character sets used by
different applications are converted. By default this is set to ‘Automatic’ and should not be
changed unless advised by More4apps Support.

•

More4Apps: BW Unlock Draft Plan Version - This profile unlocks the draft version after upload.

•

More4Apps: BW Unlock Draft Plan Version before upload - This profile allows the tool to unlock
any draft plan version before replacing or editing the version.
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•

More4Apps: BW Upload Mode Allowed - This profile provides control over the use of the
Concurrent and Direct upload options. Allows you to restrict upload mode, Direct, Concurrent,
Both – blank means both.

•

More4Apps: BW Use Display Sequence for Tasks - When the Profile Option is enabled, on
download the Tasks will be in the HTML form Display Sequence. Otherwise, the tasks will
continue to be downloaded in alphabetical order.
If the Financial Structure is shared with the Workplan Structure and Workplan versioning is
enabled, the draft workplan version must be published before changes to the display sequence
appear in the Financial Structure.

Descriptive Flexfields (DFF’s)
Budget Wizard allows you to upload and download Descriptive Flexfields for budget headers and lines.
The flexfield icons are available on the product ribbon as a drop-down list when the ‘(..) DFF’s’ button is
clicked (as per screenshot below) or when double-clicking in the applicable DFF section on the sheet.

The DFF context column and ONLY DFF Attribute1 and Attribute15 are shown on the sample sheet and in
the template. This is to prevent unnecessary clutter. If you want the other columns, close this form and
manually create the appropriate columns in your workbook by copying an existing column (e.g. Attribute1),
insert it and rename the column header (e.g. Attribute2). Note - There should be no space between the
text and number.
During the validation of the workbook the Flexfields will be validated to ensure the compulsory columns
are included in your workbook (based on the set up in your instance of Oracle).
This functionality is common to all our tools.
Refer to section: Common User Instructions: Descriptive Flexfields
Refer to section: Common User Instructions: Customize the Template Sheet

Deleting Existing Values
If you wish to preserve any DFF values, you MUST have them in the sheet before any uploading is
performed.
This is because:
• When you create a budget using ‘Replace’ mode, all existing lines are deleted and new ones created.
•

In ‘Edit’ mode, lines may be ignored if there is no change from data on the sheet compared to the
actual budget lines.

If a change is indicated, the existing line will be deleted and a new one added to take its place. Therefore,
if you have values in the database not represented on the sheet, these will be lost.
Period Phased Budgets
There is only one set of columns for the DFFs, yet you can add dozens of budget lines from a single row
in the spreadsheet.
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For period phased budgets, the DFF columns are uploaded to every budget line on the row. Therefore, if
you wish to load different DFFs for different periods, you need to ensure you use different rows on your
spreadsheet for the upload.
For downloading, the SQL retrieves the data for every row, but if it finds differences in the Line Comment
or DFFs it puts the values on separate lines to preserve them if the budget is re-uploaded.

Troubleshooting
If you are having any problems using the Wizard, click on this link to search our online solutions repository
https://more4apps.com/support/solutions/
If you are unable to find a solution or have any suggestions, please contact us at https://more4apps.com/
support/request-product-support/

Number Format
You may have a preference for formatting numbers on your spreadsheet. The default format provided is
commas between thousands, and negative numbers to contain a minus sign which appears in red.
If this does not suit you then do the following:
1.
2.

Format a cell with the required Numeric Format (any cell will do).
Click the ‘$ Number Format’ button on the ribbon.

The Numeric Format is now stored in the workbook and will be used for all numbers.

Write Your Own Macros
You are welcome to write your own macros to help populate your data sheets. The data sheets may be
in the Wizard workbook or even in separate workbooks.
This section is common to all of our tools. Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions:
Adding your own Macros
The only constraint is you may not store your macros in the Wizard workbook as this is protected. However,
it is a simple matter to store these in a separate workbook.
To assist with automating your custom application, we have provided some APIs.
Budget Wizard can be saved as an XLA (Excel Addin) and any spreadsheet can invoke the ribbons and
the API procedures.
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We have created a sample spreadsheet that you are welcome to use, to copy or customize as your
front-end for Budget Wizard. This is not password protected. It may be downloaded from https://
horizon.more4apps.com/ssfiles/BudgetWizardLite.zip
This workbook contains sample procedures showing how you can use Budget Wizard as an engine to upload
and download from/into sheets you pass as parameters to the procedures.
As a bonus, we have provided an extremely useful API you can use to run any select SQL statement against
your database, returning the results in a Variant array. (For safety reasons only ‘select’ statements are
allowed).
See the following sample calls to the BW APIs:
• Public Sub Upload_Budget()
• Public Sub Download_Budget()
• Public Sub Get_Variant_Array()

Licence Keys, Named Users & Installation
The generic instructions for product installation, setting up the list of instances, using licence keys and
adding named users are in the Installation and Configuration Guide.
Note: This Wizard no longer needs specific product packages
Budget Wizard versions higher than 13.0.00 no longer require product specific packages, therefore these
will not be provided in the zip file when downloaded from the More4apps website. Please ignore any
instructions to install packages for this Wizard.

Release Notes
Click on this link to navigate to the BW Release Notes
This link is also available from the Product Page on the website.
This user documentation is based on BW Release Version 14.1.45

